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General Comments
The external assessment process was considered to be appropriate and
straightforward. There were 2, 946 entries for this examination.
Evidence demonstrated that students showed a general understanding of
patterns of growth and development of children from birth to eight years.
There was also evidence students were able to link theory to practical
situations in early years settings in a range of responses.
There were a number of questions that may have been misinterpreted by
students resulting in responses that did not gain marks or attracted few
marks. This was particularly evident in more challenging questions requiring
students to apply knowledge to situations.
Students were able to achieve marks for questions requiring them to identify
age ranges, specific milestones and other key information however; some
students struggled to provide expansions and elaborations in a number of
responses.
Overall evidence suggests that students have achieved higher grades in this
series and demonstrated high levels of knowledge and consolidation. Those
achieving higher grades were able to apply knowledge to practical situations
in a focused manner making good links to other areas of development.
Achievement is well within grade boundaries.
Grade boundaries for this and all other papers can be found on the website
on this link: http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
Grade

Unclassified

Level 1
Pass

Boundary
Mark

0

19

Level 2
Pass
26

Merit
33

Distinction
40

Question 6
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: A1
This question required learners to identify what the term ‘fine motor
development’ meant. The required mark for this question was 2.
Some good responses with students making appropriate links and
examples. Those failing to achieve 2 marks were not able to make
appropriate links or providing responses that did not answer the question
0 mark example
Response does not relate to the question

1 mark example
Response has only identified small muscles not movement of
fingers/toes/hands etc

2 mark example

Question 7
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: B1
This question required students to provide two examples of cognitive
development expected of a child aged 5 years over the next three years.
There were some mixed responses some providing good examples,
generally focusing on maths, and simple reasoning examples. Those not
attracting marks did not answer the question or focused on other areas of
development e.g. social and language.
0 mark example

1 mark example: 1 mark given for problem solving

2 mark example
Though the response repeats being able to count up to 100 the second
mark is given as the response states that Rebecca will be able to solve
equations.

Question 8
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: A2
Question 8 required students to explain one way language development
links to another area of development.
Some very good responses were given. Where students failed to gain
marks was in relating language to communication development or for failing
to provide an explanation of how language links to another area. The
majority of responses related to social development.
0 mark example

1 mark example

2 mark example

Question 9
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: A1
This question required learners to give two ways growth is determined.
There were a number of good responses to this question. However the
number of lines given to answer the question may have given students the
impression more elaborative answers were required as evidenced by some
responses given.
0 mark example

1 mark example

2 mark example

2 marks example: Illustrating a more elaborative answer.

Question 10 (a)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: B1
This was a three part question which asked students a basic recall question
of the age of a child who could master specific skills. There were wide
ranging responses with a near equal distribution of correct and incorrect
responses
(a) Comprised many mixed responses with a focus on 3 years plus.
0 mark example

1 mark example

Question 10 (b)
0 mark example

1 mark example

Question 10 (c)
0 mark example

1 mark example

Question 11
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: C1
This question required students to describe one way that adults can support
children’s physical development.
Whilst a number of students were able to provide a response gaining 1
mark extensions made were weak or did not relate. A majority of correct
responses provided ‘outdoors’ and ‘nutrition’.
0 mark example

1 mark example

2 mark example

Question 12
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: C1
This question required students to describe one way that adults could
support a child’s cognitive development.
There were some good responses gaining two marks. Responses gaining
only 1 mark provided examples of ‘providing activities/resources’ but the
extensions referred more to developing brain, using brain. Common
examples focused on providing problem solving, puzzles, memory games,
Kim’s game.
0 mark example

1 mark example

2 mark example

Question 13
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: C1
This question required students to state two ways an early years setting
can support a child’s creative expression.
Students excelled at this question and there were many good responses.
Those gaining 2 marks, common examples including arts/paints/crafts and
role play.
0 mark example

1 mark example: Though citing puppets, this is role play also.

2 mark example

Question 14 (a)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: B1, C1
This question required students to respond to a short scenario about a child
who was attending a new Childminder. (a) required students to describe
two ways that the child’s emotional and social development should be
supported by the childminder.
There were some very good responses to this question and students were
confident in making appropriate links though few achieved 4 marks and in
these instances it was mainly because students had focused on repeating
links.
0 mark example

2 mark example: Awarded for having a bond and building relationships.

3 mark example: Awarded for encourage socialisation, provide secure
relationships, build self-esteem.

Question 14 (b)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: A1
This question required learners to describe one way the child’s emotional
development relates to her social development.
There were many good responses, some focusing on how Rosie would be
shy/upset/withdrawn and this would affect ability to form friendships.
Those gaining 1 mark failed to make link extensions to how being upset
(etc.,) would relate to social development.
0 mark example: 1 mark for being ‘shy’ but no extension as to how this
relates to relationship to social development.

1 mark example

2 mark example: 1 mark for ‘anger problems’ 1 mark for affecting making
friends.

2 mark example

Question 15 (b)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: A1
This was the second part of a 2 part question which asked students to
explain two ways that adults should support a child’s language
development
There were some very good responses to this question with positive links.
Those with fewer marks failed to make specific links or age appropriate
links.
0 mark example

1 mark example: Here the activity in 2 is not appropriate – at 18 months
Mo will not be able to read/write nor interact with others (socialisation). 1
mark awarded for ‘support through story time’.

2 mark example

3 mark example

Question 16 (a)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: C1
This question was a two part question which required students to explain
two activities that adults should provide to support the development of
Pat’s problem solving skills in schools.
Those learners achieving 4 marks cited good examples, common examples
were building blocks, jigsaws outdoor building activities. Links used were to
encourage the child to work out for self/collaboration with others. Those
with fewer marks did not cite appropriate links or repeated links and
activities from their first response. A number of students made a common
error of repeating the question as the link e.g., ‘jigsaw puzzles as these will
help her problem solve’ the extension to the response needed to elaborate
with ‘so she could work it out for herself, so she could think about where
the pieces went’.
0 mark example

1 mark example

2 mark example

4 mark example

Question 16 (b)
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim: A2, B1, C1
This question required students to explain two ways that by supporting
Pat’s communication skills would help her cognitive development.
Many students appeared confused on this question. This may have been
due to the way the question is constructed as ‘thought precedes
communication’ not the other way around. This may have confused
learners but gave the question a good level of demand to draw out learners’
knowledge and ability to apply. Many questions focused on the impact of
communication but failed to cite specific valid examples of how it affected
cognitive development.

0 mark example

1 mark example for remembering with no valid link

2 mark example
Some responses were difficult to tease out. In this example response 1
would merit 1 mark as through Pat’s communication she is understanding
personality traits of others (development knowledge) In response 2
‘through speaking to others she starts to develop understanding of
rules/sharing/interacting with others’ can be interpreted as development of
thought processes.

3 mark example
Response 1 ‘communication will learn/understand more words’ (widen
vocabulary). Response 2 ‘Asking questions’ (1)’ learning new skills’
(understanding concepts) (1).

4 mark example
Response 1 ‘develop understanding of a concept’ (understanding concepts)
(1), and ‘remember them’ (memory) (1) Response 2 ‘discuss with others’
(asking questions) (1) ‘develops memory’ (1).

Question 17
Targeted Specification Area: Learning Aim:

ALL

This question required learners to focus their knowledge gained throughout
the whole specification and discuss how adults should support all areas of a
child’s growth and development in the first six months of life.
There were some very good responses to this question. Those attracting L3
marks provided good examples that were age appropriate and covered both
growth and all areas of development.
Those within the L2 band were of a good standard however, lacked some
areas of development and/or growth was not recognised. Some responses
provided good coverage of areas however failed to gain marks to push to L3
as examples were not always age/stage appropriate.
Those within the L1 band, focused on a few areas of development and
described these with providing either inconsistent examples (age/stage
appropriateness) or vague links made.
Some missed the point of the question and rather than explain HOW
focused on what happens with lack of support and responses generalist e.g.
“…however children need support in may [sic] other ways for example
social, emotion, cognitive [sic] and physical without this there would be a
serious amount of delayed development …”.
Many answers did not focus on 0 to 6 months and provided examples such
as development of gross motor skills “riding a bike” “talking to other
children” “reading a book”.
A significant feature of responses for this question was that students had
focused on the ‘all areas…of growth and development’. Students tended
here to focus on listing each aspect of growth and development and provide
links such as ‘….and this links to…..’ sometimes without providing example
of how it links. In these responses as the focus was on listing PILES
students failed to gain valuable marks by not discussing how adults should
support the child. This was particularly evidence in responses that ran into
two or more pages. The space provided on the scripts is to support
students to focus on the question.

0 Mark Example

3 mark example

5 mark example
The response has provided a discussion on most areas of growth and
development though there is an example that is not age appropriate,
discussion a little brief but most points made are relevant.

6 mark example
This response is a good example showing clear links to a child’s
development. To move this response to Level 3 the response would have
included information about the child’s growth.

8 mark example
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